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OPENSTACK CLOUD RUNNING IN A VIRTUAL MACHINE

VirtualBox

Install VirtualBox

In “Preferences”, add 3 Host-only Ethernet Adapters with the following IP Addresses:

192.168.1.2/24

192.168.2.2/24

192.168.3.2/24

Note that when you add things, VirtualBox does screwy things as it will not let you change the name of

the Adapter, then it yells at you for using an Adapter name that conflicts with a pre-existing Adapter. So

it will assign a new name to the second and later Adapters, but then the IP Addresses start getting mis-

aligned. So you then have to go in, once VirtualBox has done its own Adapter naming/IP Addressing, and

edit the IP Addresses. Once done, it should look like this:

Create a new VM (“New”) and in settings, assign NAT for adapter 1, and the new Host-only Ethernet

Adapters for 2-4.
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Linux Server

Install Ubuntu Linux with SSH Server and LAMP in VirtualBox Virtual Machine

Hostname “devstack”, username “devstack”

Ping 8.8.8.8 to check connectivity

Also, check the interfaces: $ ifconfig
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As can be seen, there is no access to eth1, eth2 and eth3. So, these would have to be set up manually in

the Linux CLI. Let’s get some tools first.

Install Ancillary tools and applications

Install git ($ sudo apt-get install git)

Install xterminal ($ sudo apt-get install xinit) This is the terminal program needed for the Web Browser

Install geany text editor ($ sudo apt-get install geany)

Install firefox web browser ($ sudo apt-get install firefox)

Install yum ($ sudo apt-get install yum)

Get nmap to do port scans: ($ sudo apt-get install nmap)
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Interface Configuration

$ sudo startx

$ sudo geany /etc/network/interfaces

For the changes to take effect, $ sudo reboot

Restart the VM

Then check $ ifconfig again
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Ping 8.8.8.8 again:
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Success. If you are unable to ping a domain name, such as www.google.com, add to the eth0 interfaces:

dns-servers 8.8.8.8 8.8.4.4

You will need that to be able to resolve the git.openstack.org domain name.

Now time to install OpenStack, using the DevStack installers.

DevStack

Devstack is an OpenStack package with configuration scripts

Download and Install Devstack (prepare for a 45 minute or so automated download and installation

process)

$ sudo git clone https://git.openstack.org/openstack-dev/devstack
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Edit the shell script file per the OpenStack instructions.
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Use the nano editor or geany to move to the correct file (samples/local.conf). Then this file should be

saved in the root /devstack directory.

The above is the nano editor representation. To use geany:

$ startx

$ sudo geany /samples/local.conf
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Edit this file and save it as local.conf at /devstack.

First, create the local.conf under /devstack

Once edited in /samples/local.conf, the save the file in a new location, devstack/local.conf, using Ctrl O.
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This will configure the stack.sh script. DevStack includes a sample in /samples/local.conf. Edit this and

then save as local.conf in the root /devstack directory. If you do not set these variables, then default

variables will be set or you will be prompted to save them during the installation. Check out the

Openstack.org website for setting these variables in local.conf.

Run the devstack script at the /devstack $

./stack.sh

Don’t be surprised if you run into this error:

There is a significant error in the Devstack script. At first I thought it was an issue between Windows, as

the host OS, Virtualbox and Linux as the guest OS. So I tried many suggestions from the OpenStack

reflectors to see if I could isolate the issue. When none of the suggestions below worked out, I ran the
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above in a bare metal Dell Power Edge server (Ubuntu Linux, LAMP and Devstack) and had the exact

same problem. So, here is what I did to solve the issue on the bare metal chassis:

Go to root first, then:

$ sudo chown -R stack devstack/

cd devstack

/devstack $ ./stack.sh

This took care of the issues with Devstack on the Power Edge server. I deleted the existing VM and

started over, using the same commands as I did on the bare metal chassis.

It finally successfully ran the script. Then, it became an issue of configuring the Horizon dashboard.

Web Browser

Start up the Glance server (Horizon):

$ cd devstack

./run_tests.sh --runserver localhost:9000

Fire up Firefox $ firefox

Check to see which ports are open on eth0

$ sudo nmap [IP Address]

If we need to open ports:

$ sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp –dport [insert port number] -j ACCEPT

$ iptables-save

$ sudo reboot

Point browser to localhost:9000

IF you get this, it may mean that the port is closed:
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Get nmap to do a port scan:

$ apt-get install nmap

$ sudo nmap -o 10.0.2.15

Use ifconfig to get your target IP Address

So, port 9000 is closed. Here is how to open it:
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$ sudo Iptables -A INPUT -p tcp –dport 9000 -j ACCEPT

OR, MORE DANGEROUSLY, TO OPEN ALL PORTS

Iptables -P INPUT ACCEPT

Iptables -P FORWARD ACCEPT

Iptables -P OUTPUT ACCEPT

$ iptables-saves


